HOW TO FIND US

By Car

Approaching on motorways A 3 Frankfurt-Munich or A 81 from Stuttgart:
Take exit Würzburg-West and follow direction Würzburg West / Kist / Höchberg to highway B 27; follow B 27 to Würzburg.

Leaving Höchberg keep left at Y-junction and follow direction Würzburg-Nord, Fulda, B 8/B 19. Continue on B 8/B 19 to second traffic light cross-way, the Fraunhofer ISC is opposite the street on the right. Cross the intersection, after 50 m you have reached the entrance to the institute site (blue gates). Please report via gate intercom to the reception desk for further information.

(Approx. 13 km/15 min from motorway)

Approaching on motorways A 7 Kassel-Ulm or A 3 Munich-Frankfurt:
On A 7, take exit Würzburg-Estenfeld to highway B 19, direction Würzburg, on A 3 take exit Rottendorf to highway B 8, direction Würzburg. Crossing the city limit, follow signage Stadtring-Nord and B 8/27 in direction Fulda/Heidelberg to exit Congress-Centrum/Heidelberg. Keep left towards Congress-Centrum, turn right at the next intersection, crossing the river Main (Brücke der Deutschen Einheit). Cross the next traffic light intersection, continue for 300 m, the Fraunhofer ISC is on the left before the traffic lights intersection. Turn left into the gate entrance (blue gates) and please report via intercom to the reception desk for further information.

By Train and Air

The nearest airports are Frankfurt / Main (FRA) and Nuremberg (NUE), from there train connections to Würzburg at least every hour.

From Würzburg main station:
By foot: In about 15 minutes along the Röntgenring through the green area, then in the same direction over the river Main. The institute is on the right side.

By tram: From Würzburg Main Station, take tram line 2 towards Zellerau to the Nautiland stop (5 minutes’ drive). The Fraunhofer ISC is directly opposite.

By taxi: The taxi rank is to the left of the train station (approx. 5 minutes’ drive).